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the corel dvd moviefactory 7 is a lifetime version of the software. in order to use the lifetime version of the software, you need to
buy the software from the corel dvd moviefactory website. you will be asked to enter the activation code once the software is

started. q. is it possible to downgrade the license key? a. yes, you can downgrade the key. you can request for a downgrade of the
license key by following the instructions in the license agreement. you will be asked to enter the activation code once the

software is started. corel dvd moviefactory 7 launcher activation code is very easy to activate or deactivate the dvd moviefactory
7 activation code. to activate your corel dvd moviefactory 7 launcher activation code, you can follow the instructions given below:

launch the internet explorer or netscape navigator of your pc. go to the corel dvd moviefactory 7 activation page. on the right
hand side you'll see a box with the activation key. copy and paste it in the activation box on the left. click on the "activate"

button. to deactivate your corel dvd moviefactory 7 launcher activation code, you can follow the instructions given below: launch
the internet explorer or netscape navigator of your pc. go to the corel dvd moviefactory 7 activation page. on the right hand side

you'll see a box with the activation key. copy and paste it in the activation box on the left. click on the "deactivate" button. to
obtain this activation code for coreldvdmoviefactory7 follow these steps: click the link activation code in the help section. you will

be prompted to enter the activation code you need. click next. you can obtain the activation code for coreldvdmoviefactory7.
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The editing tools that Corel Dvd Moviefactory Pro uses are thefollowing:
Trim: Trim start and end points of your clip; Split: Split your clip into

several clips; Duplicate: Duplicate your clip; Clone: Clone your clips; Edit:
Select and edit your clips; Arrow key: Move your clip in the timeline;
Undo/Redo: Undo/Redo operations on your clips; Add audio/subtitles:
Add audio or subtitles for your clip; Add voiceover: Add your audio for

your clip; Jump: Jump to a precise point in your clip; Loops: Create a loop
effect for your clip; Transition: Transitions operations; Paste: Paste from
your clip in the timeline. All tools in the DVD MovieFactory are based on
the same interface asthe editing tools, which makes it easy for you to

work with them.So you will not have a problem mastering the software.
All the toolsare available on the contextual menu for each clip of your

disc. Corel DVD MovieFactory includes more than 30 powerful tools
forediting video and creating DVD discs, including an intuitive

timelineeditor, Pop-up Menus, a wide range of transition effects, tools
toproduce disk menus and screenshots, the ability to Import and Export,
aswell as the ability to burn your own media files to any format. And now
we reach the options that are really going to be of most interest to most
people, since it offers all the capabilities of the Pro version, in a friendly,
easy to use form, and at a far more reasonable cost: DVD MovieFactory.
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